
Sunset on the Clyde 
 

You can walk all night trying to find that inspiration  

you need for the one thing that you’ve been seeking  

but nothing can come close to that one feeling  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

It’s hard to find the one thing you’re looking for  

They always say when you know you know  

but I know  

that I can show you the beauty of the city that we call Glasgow  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The beauty and the colours that all shine down  

they beam up to the sky and create the angel's town  

when we watch them, they’ll be no reason to frown  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The feeling is unmatched from the sunset on the Clyde  

the view so beautiful it’s like a theme park ride  

full of emotion but trust me that’s what happens  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The sun beams down on the Clyde  

so bright so clear  

so strong so braw  

the water looking all so clear  

and that’s not all  

  

Now look just over there there’s a box that’s been painted  

Every picture a different story but that’s all expected  

When it looks over the beautiful river, we call the Clyde  

when the box sits over the sunshine on the Clyde right now  

  

All stories are inspired from the sunshine on the Clyde  

they all found the inspiration looking far and wide  

They saw the colours so beautiful and you can too  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

  



You can see the space snail leaving his intergalactic trail  

it all tells the most beautiful tale he so looks far  

trying to find the way home and you can  

find him watching the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

One last thing to say about this beautiful story  

the conclusion is yours to make when you see  

the sunset beam down say what you see and finish the journey  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

You can walk all night trying to find that inspiration  

you need for the one thing that you’ve been seeking  

but nothing can come close to that one feeling  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

It’s hard to find the one thing you’re looking for  

they always say when you know you know  

but I know  

that I can show you the beauty of the city that we call Glasgow  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The beauty and the colours that all shine down  

they beam up to the sky and create the angel's town  

when we watch them, they’ll be no reason to frown  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The feeling is unmatched from the sunset on the Clyde  

The view so beautiful it’s like a theme park ride  

full of emotion but trust me that’s what happens  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

The sun beams down on the Clyde  

so bright so clear  

so strong so braw  

the water looking all so clear  

and that’s not all  

  

  



Now look just over there there’s a box that’s been painted  

every picture a different story but that’s all expected  

when it looks over the beautiful river, we call the Clyde  

when the box sits over the sunshine on the Clyde right now  

  

All stories are inspired from the sunshine on the Clyde  

they all found the inspiration looking far and wide  

they saw the colours so beautiful and you can too  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

You can see the space snail leaving his intergalactic trail  

it all tells the most beautiful tale he looks so far  

trying to find the way home and you can  

find him watching the sunset on the Clyde with me right now  

  

One last thing to say about this beautiful story  

the conclusion is yours to make when you see  

the sunset beam down say what you see and finish the journey  

when you watch the sunset on the Clyde with me right now 
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